INFORMATION SHEET
Ontario’s COVID-19 Vaccine Certificate
September 3, 2021
COVID-19 and Delta variant cases are rising; we are in the fourth wave. Most cases,
including those in hospital and ICU, are in the unvaccinated or partially vaccinated.
To stop the spread of COVID-19 and keep Ontario’s business and services open, the
province is moving ahead with a new public health measure.

As of September 22
You will need to show proof of two COVID-19 vaccinations and personal ID to be
able to enter certain places where masks cannot be worn all the time:
•
•
•
•

restaurants and bars
nightclubs, inside and outside
meeting and event spaces
most fitness and rec centres

• sport and racing events
• casinos and bingo halls
• concerts, theatres and cinemas

Proof will be the card or form you received at the vaccine clinics. It must have your:
•
•
•
•

name
birthdate
last 4 digits of your health card
name of vaccine

•
•
•
•

lot number
dose
site and time given
health authority

Your digital vaccination receipt is also an acceptable form of proof. It may have been
sent to you by email, or can be downloaded: https://covid19.ontariohealth.ca/
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Keep it with you
Make sure you have paper copies from both vaccine doses with you in your wallet
or purse. You can also take a picture of these and save them on your phone.
Download and save the digital vaccine receipts on your phone. In both cases, you
will need to show your personal ID too.

Things will change again on October 22
Over the next month, the province of Ontario will create a
digital vaccine certificate. This will become the standard
proof that can be used everywhere in Ontario. It will be
secure and private. You will have a QR code that is yours
alone.
Businesses and services will have to use an app that can
read these QR codes and verify your vaccine status. By
October 22, the only accepted form of proof will be the
Ontario Vaccine Certificate and your personal ID.

Be prepared
If you are fully vaccinated, get your proof ready. If you are partially vaccinated, there
is still time to get your second dose. If you have a medical exemption or are a child
under 12 years old, you will be allowed into these places.

Do you have any questions? Write to us at: ACWinfo@slfhna.com or
join us on Facebook live Q and A with Dr. Lloyd Douglas, Wednesdays at 5 pm. For
more information on this topic, visit our website at: www.slfhna/com/covid/
This situation is new and unfolding. This info is accurate as of September 3, 2021

